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kot IN the cupboard. 2. He has SOME kandy in his pocket. 3. Justin was given a gold star in his historical report. 4. I bought a lamp that was worth the final schedule. 5. Cynthia has SOME clothes. 6. Patricia saw an ox in a neighbor's yard. 7. All comrades come to the same decision. 8. The sun is a star. 9. Some people do not have single
hair. 10. Some furniture looks too modern for me. The exercises on our website are designed for early and mid-ranking learners. These particular people will help you practice using articles in Spanish (definite articles, unlimited articles, knowing if not using articles, and others) ¡Suerte! Unlimited articles (un, una)? 1 Unlimited articles (un,
una)? 2 Unlimited articles (un, una)? 3 Unlimited articles (un, una)? 4 Unlimited articles (un, una)? 5 Unlimited articles (un, una, unas, unos)? 1 Unlimited articles (un, una, unas, unos)? 2 Unlimited articles (un, una, unas, unos)? 3 Unlimited articles (un, una, unas, unos)? 4 Definite article (el, la)? 1 Definite article (el, la)? 2 Definite article
(el, la)? 3 Definite article (el, la)? 4 Definite article (el, la, las, lose)? 1 Definite article (el, la, weld, lose)? 2 Definite article (el, la, las, lose)? 3 Which articles – definite or unlimited? 1 Which articles – definite or unlimited? 2 Which articles – definite or unlimited? 3 Which articles – definite or unlimited? 4 Surely, infinite, or no articles? 1
Surely, infinite, or no article? 2 Definite articles in noun phrases (el de, la de, etc.) 1 Definite articles in noun phrases (el de, la de, etc.) 2 Definite articles in noun phrases (el de, la de, etc.) 3 Definite articles in noun phrases (el de, la de, etc. 1 Which articles - LO or EL? 2 Which articles - LO or EL? 3 OUR OTHER HOME PAGE
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